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Abstract 
 
Engineering software components is quite a challenging task. Existing approaches to component-based 
software development are for the most part focused on functional decomposition. All have a number of 
weaknesses as they do not take into account cross-cutting concerns impacting components. In this chapter we 
outline a method we have developed called “aspect oriented component engineering”. Our approach uses 
aspects to help engineer better software components. We motivate our work with a simple distributed system 
example. We then describe how component specifications and designs can use aspects to provide additional 
information about components. We describe how aspects can be used to help implement more de-coupled 
software components. We show how encoded aspect information can be used at run-time to support 
component plug-and-play, retrieval and validation. We compare and contrast our approach to other 
component engineering methods and aspect-oriented software development techniques. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Component-based systems development is the composition of systems from a set of “software components”. 
These components encapsulate data and functions. They often provide events, are self-describing, and many 
can be dynamically “plugged and played” into running applications [1, 5, 44, 47]. Often we make use of a 
mixture of newly built and existing COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) components. For the later, we 
usually have no access to source code. Engineering software components is quite a challenging task. 
Components must be identified and their requirements specified [1, 44]. Component interaction is crucial, so 
provided and required component behaviour needs identification and documentation [37]. Ideally, 
components are implemented using a component technology that supports a high degree of component reuse. 
Users of components may want to be able to understand and correctly plug-in components at run-time.  
 
We have found problems with most component design methods [5, 1, 24] and implementation technologies 
[38, 31, 47, 21]. In our experience, these do not produce sets of components with sufficiently flexible 
interfaces, run-time adaptability or good enough documentation [12, 13]. A major weakness is the inability to 
describe functional and non-functional characteristics and inter-relationships of the components. We initially 
trialed the use of aspects (cross-cutting concerns) at the requirements level to improve the description of our 
components [10]. When this proved to be successful, we applied the concept to component design and 
implementation [12, 11]. This involves using aspects to better describe the cross-cutting concerns impacting 
on components at the design level. We then make use of these aspect-oriented component designs to help 
build components with more reusable and adaptable functionality. We have also used encodings of aspects 
associated with software components at run-time [13]. This uses aspect information to support dynamic 
component adaptation, introspection, indexing and retrieval, and validation. 
 
Most aspect-oriented software development uses aspects in similar ways to us. Aspects are used to identify 
and codify cross-cutting concerns impacting on objects. Some reflective systems use aspect information to 
support run-time adaptation [35, 28]. Aspect programming systems weave code into join-points of programs 



[22, 23, 3]. Some design approaches use aspects (or “viewpoints” or “hyper-slices”) to provide multiple 
perspectives onto the object designs [45, 19, 33, 15, 7].  
 
In this chapter, we provide a summary for non experts of our work applying “aspects” to the development of 
software components. We first motivate our work with key issues developers face when building component-
based systems, using a simple example to illustrate. We then overview our use of aspects to help build 
software systems. In later sections, we, in turn, discuss the use of aspects for component specification and 
design, implementation and at run-time. We compare and contrast our work with other component 
engineering, component specification and aspect-oriented software development methods. Readers interested 
in more technical detail or more comprehensive evaluation and comparison of our work can find this in our 
previously published papers [10, 11, 12, 13]. 
 
2. Motivation 
 
Consider a collaborative travel planning application that is to be used by customers and travel agents to make 
travel bookings [13]. Examples of the user interfaces provided by such a system are illustrated in Figure 1 
(a). Some of the software components composed to form such an application are illustrated in Figure 1 (b). 
 

  
(a) Travel planning application (b) Example travel planner components 

Figure 1. Example component-based application. 

We built this component-based system by composing a set of software components to provide the facilities 
required by the users of the system. These include travel itinerary management; customer and staff data 
management; system integration with remote booking systems; and various user interfaces. Some 
components are quite general and highly reusable. For example, the map visualisation, customer data 
manager, chat and email message clients and server, and middleware and database access components. 
Others components, such as the travel itinerary manager, travel item manager, travel booking interfaces and 
integration components, are much more domain-specific. 
 



When building such an application, a developer needs to identify and assemble a large number of 
components. These have usually been built using “functional decomposition”, organising system data and 
functions into components based on the vertical piece(s) of system functionality they support. However, 
many systemic features of an application end up cross-cutting, or impacting on, many of the different 
components in the system [22, 45]. For example, user interfaces, data persistency, data distribution, security 
management and resource utilisation all impact on a wide variety of components including their methods and 
state. Some components provide functionality relating to these system features. Others require it from other 
components in order to be able to operate. We use the term “aspects” to describe these cross-cutting, 
horizontally-impacting concerns on the software components that make up a system [10, 12].  
 
To give an idea of how different systemic aspects impacting on components works, Figure 2 shows three 
components from the travel planner system, Tree viewer, Travel itinerary and Database, User interface, 
Persistency, Collaborative Work and Transactions are the aspects cross-cutting the components’ methods and 
state. The Tree viewer provides user interface and collaborative work support. The Travel itinerary 
component requires user interface and persistency support in order to work, but provides data to render and 
store itinerary items. A Database component provides data storage and transaction co-ordination support but 
requires transaction co-ordination. The three components must work with each in order to provide the travel 
plan viewing, business process and data management required by the system. Note that each of these 
components is thus impacted by several “aspects” in different ways.  

 
Figure 2. The concept of aspects cross-cutting inter-related software components. 

For each aspect impacting a component, further information also needs to be specified in the form of a set of 
aspect details that the component provides or requires. Each aspect detail may also be constrained by one or 
more aspect detail properties that describe detailed functional or non-functional constraints. In our example, 
we may specify that the Itinerary manager is impacted by the Persistency aspect. We may then specify that 
the nature of this Persistency impact is that it requires a component providing data storage (a Persistency 
aspect detail). We may further specify that the data storage provided to it must meet some level of 
performance constraint. For example, 100 insert() and update() functions must be supported per second (an 
aspect detail property constraint for the data storage aspect detail). Other aspect details might specify the kind 
of awareness supported by the tree viewer (e.g. highlight of changed items); the kind of authentication or 
encryption used (Security aspect details); the upper bounds of resources used, performance required, or 
concurrency control techniques they enforce [12, 11]. 
 
In aspect-oriented programming languages [23], aspects are used to support code injection into methods. For 
example, in Aspect/J point-cuts might be used to specify where to add persistency management, memory 
utilisation, user interface and distributed communication code. In aspect-oriented design [19, 42, 43], the 
aspects are used to describe cross-cutting concerns impacting on the components. In dynamic aspect-oriented 



programming [35], components might be modified at run-time using the aspects to change their parameters 
or their running code. 
 
3. Our Approach 
 
We have developed aspect-oriented component engineering, a new method for developing software 
components with aspects. Essentially the use of aspects provides us with “multiple perspectives” on software 
component designs. Figure 1 shows our approach and its use of aspects. Component specifications and 
designs, typically UML diagrams, are augmented with aspect information (1). These aspects are used to 
reason about the component specifications, architectures and designs. We use them to determine whether 
required aspects are met in proposed component configurations. We also check whether component 
configurations are “consistent” with respect to the aspect constraints. When implementing designs we use the 
aspect information to help us develop more de-coupled component interaction and dynamic component 
configuration. This enables us to maximise the amount of component reuse and dynamic component 
adaptation possible (2). We encode the aspect information about software components in a run-time 
accessible form (3). At run-time, this information allows components to be introspected i.e. understood by 
end users and other components. We use this encoded aspect-based information to support dynamic run-time 
component re-configuration and adaptation. We have also used it to support component storage and retrieval 
from a repository and component validation by dynamic test generation and execution (4).  
 

 
Figure 3. An overview of aspect-oriented component engineering. 

In the following three sections, we briefly illustrate how we use aspects for component design, de-coupled 
and configurable component implementation, and at run-time. We use a few simple examples from the travel 
planner outlined previously. We then compare and contrast our work with that of others. 
 
4. Component Specification and Design with Aspects 
 
In our approach to component development one of the key uses of aspects is to give developers a way to 
enrich their component specifications and designs. They do this by capturing cross-cutting impacts of 
systemic functionality and associated non-functional constraints as aspects. Note that using aspects is only 
one approach of doing this. Approaches using some form of multi-perspective or viewpoint representations 
are also common [7, 9, 15, 33, 45]. We chose to use aspects to give developers a way to categorise these 
concerns impacting different components and different parts of components.  



 
During requirements engineering we use aspects to document the functional and non-functional properties of 
a component. These are then grouped using a set of aspect categories. Common categories that we have used 
are User interface, Collaborative work, Component configuration, Security, Transaction processing, 
Distribution, Persistency and Resource management. Domain-specific aspects can also be used. These might 
be parts of the system that provide or require services relating to Travel itinerary management, Payment and 
Order processing. 
 
Figure 4 illustrates a simple use of aspects when specifying two inter-related software components. In this 
example the travel planner’s requirements identify that a number of components must provide “extensible” 
user interfaces. By this we mean that a component may provide a user interface and another component at 
run-time adapt this interface in some way. This is usually by adding a new user interaction “affordance” to it 
in some structured way. For example, the travel itinerary construction use case says that new “travel item” 
construction facilities must be able to be added dynamically to the itinerary planning user interfaces. 
 

 
Figure 4. A simple component specification example using aspects. 

 
Figure 4 shows the itinerary editor component, which uses a tree editor and multiple itinerary item creation 
(factory) components. The aspects of the itinerary editor specify that it provides (among other things) an 
“extensible affordance” user interface facility. This means other components can extend its user interface in 
certain, controlled ways. Another component, an itinerary item factory, is used to create particular kinds of 
itinerary items - flights, hotel rooms, rental cars. This factory requires a component with an extensible 
affordance so it can add a button, menu item or drop-down menu item to this user interface to allow the 
creation of different kinds of travel items. In this example, the provided user interface extension aspect detail 
in the itinerary editor aspects satisfies the required one in the factory’s aspects. This approach can be used to 
describe a large range of provided and required component functional and non-functional properties. 
Developers can then reason about the inter-relationships of components using this information. 
 
During design, developers refine component specifications into detailed designs and then implementation 
solutions. They also refine the aspect specifications to a much more detailed level. To describe their designs 
developers create additional design diagrams. Each diagram focuses on particular aspects impacting on a 
group of related components. An example from the travel planner system is shown in Figure 5, an annotated 
Unified Modelling Language (UML) sequence diagram. This describes  component interactions in the travel 
planning system as a user constructs part of a travel itinerary. In the example, the user interacts with a web-
based thin-client interface for the itinerary editor. This in turn interacts with application server-side 



components. Additional middleware and database components provide the infrastructure for the architecture 
of this design.  
 
In this example, we have used UML stereotypes to indicate the aspects impacting on each component. Both 
method invocations and component objects have been annotated in this way. We have used UML note 
annotations to further characterise particular method invocations between components. These indicate 
provided and requires aspect details. Some details are further characterised by adding non-functional 
constraints. In this example, they include the type of security and data storage required and required 
performance measures of the distributed system communication. 
 

 
Figure 5. Component interaction design example. 

Such aspect-augmented design diagrams allow developers to capture richer information about their 
component designs. Developers can augment existing diagrams or create new ones. New diagrams allow 
them to focus in on particular parts of a system or particular component interactions. Note that our aspects 
give developers a way to capture and document both functional and non-functional constraints during design. 
 
5. Component Implementation with Aspects 
 
When implementing software components some key issues arise:  
• How can reusability of components be maximised? This is desirable so the component-based 

development philosophy of “building systems from reusable parts” can be realised. 
• How can component interaction be de-coupled so that knowledge of other component types and 

particular interfaces and methods can be minimised? This allows greater compositional flexibility. 
• How can run-time introspection of components be supported? This allows components at run-time to be 

understood by other components and by developers (or even end users) who may be reconfiguring a 
system (for example, plugging in new components). 

• How can run-time adaptation and composition be best supported? 
 
In our work, we have used aspects to help achieve these goals by developing two approaches that make use 
of aspect information when implementing software components. Figure 6 (a) illustrates how information 
about the aspects impacting on a component can be obtained. The aspect information associated with a 



component can be queried by other components (1). We have developed two ways of doing this. One is 
where the aspect information is encoded using a special class hierarchy of “aspect information objects”. The 
other is where aspect information is encoded in XML. After obtaining aspect-based information about 
another component, a client component can then invoke the component’s functionality. This can be done by 
dynamically constructing method invocations (2). It can also be done by calling “standard” adaptor methods 
implemented by the aspect objects (3). These translate “standard” method calls into particular component 
method calls (4). This approach provides a way of greatly de-coupling many common component 
interactions by the use of a set of “standard” aspect-oriented interactions. 

 
 

 

 
(a) Aspect information usage. (b) Example of de-coupling component interaction. 

 
Figure 6. Using aspects to de-couple components. 

A simple example of using this de-coupled approach is shown in Figure 6 (b). An itinerary item factory 
component instance wants to add a user interface affordance to the itinerary editor’s user interface. The 
factory component knows nothing about how the editor’s user interface is implemented. Neither does it know 
how its affordance will actually be realised (menu item, button etc). Firstly, it queries its own aspect 
information objects for an extensible user interface affordance object (1). This queries the components 
related to the factory (in this case the itinerary editor) for its aspect information (2). It then locates a provided 
extensible affordance aspect object (3) and requests this object to add an affordance to the itinerary editor’s 
user interface (4). The affordance will notify the factory when it should create a new travel item of a 
particular kind. The provided affordance aspect object knows how to create and add this affordance for its 
owning itinerary editor component. In this example, it adds a menu item (5). If the factory were associated 
with a different component that extended its interface with buttons, a new button would be created and 
added. This would be done without the factory having any knowledge of how this is done. We have used this 
approach to implement a wide variety of software components with highly de-coupled interaction. 
 
6. Using Aspects at Run-time 
 
As indicated in the previous section, during component implementation aspects are codified either using 
special aspect objects or using XML documents. We make use of these encoded aspects in numerous ways 
after component deployment. This is illustrated in Figure 7. Client components obtain aspect information 
from a component and use this to understand the component’s provided or required services impacted by a 
particular systemic aspect. They can dynamically compose method calls to invoke component functionality 
or call aspect object methods to indirectly invoke the component’s functionality (1). We have developed a 
component repository that uses aspect information to index components (2). Aspect-based queries are issued 
by users (or even other components) to retrieve components whose functions and non-functional constraints 
meet those of the aspect-based query. We have developed validation agents that use aspect information to 



formulate tests on a deployed component (3). The agent then compares the test results to the aspect-described 
component constraints and informs developers if the deployed component meets its specification or not in its 
current deployment context.  
 

 
Figure 7. Examples of using aspects at run-time. 

 
Figure 8 (a) shows how several user interface adaptations in the collaborative travel planner have been 
realised using dynamic discovery and invocation of component functions. The itinerary editor menu has been 
extended using the mechanism described in the previous section. Each itinerary item factory component 
obtains itinerary editor component’s extensible affordance object and requests it to add (in this case) a menu 
item allowing the factory to be invoked by the user. The dialogue shown at the bottom of the figure is a 
similar example where a reusable version control component has added check-in and check-out buttons to the 
button panel of a reusable event history component. The version control component also obtains the 
distribution-providing component and persistency-supporting component of related components in its 
environment. It uses their facilities to store and retrieve versions and allow sharing of versions across users. 
The same mechanism is used to achieve this but different aspect objects are introspected and invoked.  
 
The use of aspect information at run-time in this way is an alternative to some of the other dynamic aspect-
oriented programming approaches. These use run-time code injection or modification to achieve similar 
results. However, usually software components are self-contained and their source code is often not 
available. Thus, we have tried to provide a way of dynamically changing running components by using 
aspects to understand component interfaces and behavioural constraints. The implementation of de-coupled 
component interaction by the aspect information then allows run-time adaptation via this flexible mechanism.  
 

 
 



(a) User interface adaptation examples (b) Deployed component validation process 
 

Figure 8. Two examples of run-time usage of aspect information. 

As a final example of the use of aspects with software components, consider the issue of checking whether 
deployed components are correctly configured. The operation of most software components is impacted by a 
variety of deployment scenario conditions, particular the other components they are deployed with. We have 
made use of aspect characterisations of components to enable run-time test construction and validation of 
component behaviour. This approach is useful because many components cannot be adequately validated 
until they are actually deployed. 
 
 Figure 8 (b) illustrates how we use have used aspect information to support a concept of “validation agents”. 
These validation agents obtain aspect information about a component (1) that has been deployed in web or 
application servers. Different validation agents query parts of this aspect information (3) to work out the 
required constraints on the component’s operation. Some agents also make use of deployment-specific test 
data (4) to formulate tests on the components. Some tests simply check the component is accessible or its 
functions work when invoked. Some check performance of components, transaction support or resource 
utilisation (memory, CPU or disk space). Some validation agents run tests (5) by invoking deployed 
component functionality. Others configure and deploy 3rd party testing tools (6), which run tests against the 
components (7) and return results to the validation agent. The agent then analyses the test results and informs 
the developer if the component’s deployment situation means it doesn’t meet its aspect-encoded constraints 
(8). 
 
7. Discussion 
 
8.1. Related Work 
 
A great deal of work has been done to address the problem of separation of concerns in software 
development [16]. Examples of such work include viewpoint-based requirements, designs and tools [7, 9], 
subject-oriented programming [15], hyper-slices [45] and aspect-oriented programming [20, 23, 19]. 
Viewpoints, or partial views on parts of software artefacts, have been used for various purposes. These 
include requirements engineering, specification and design, user interface construction and in various 
software tools [7, 16]. Aspects are in essence a specialisation of the general notion of a viewpoint. An aspect 
captures particular cross-cutting concerns on objects or components, and thus provides a certain partial 
perspective on a software system design or implementation. Viewpoints of one form or another have been 
used in all development methods. These include the many component development methods like Catalysis™, 
SelectPerspective™ and COMO [1, 5, 24]. However, in almost all of the current component design methods 
and implementation technologies a function decomposition-centric approach is used. Such an approach 
results in the tangling of systemic, cross-cutting concerns in both the component designs and in their 
implementation code [12, 22, 28]. This is the same kind of problem that aspect-oriented programming tries to 
address for object-oriented programs. We have used characterisations of cross-cutting concerns to help 
design and implement software components in similar way to other UML extensions with aspects [43, 19]. 
We have used aspect information in a more novel way at run-time to provide a mechanism to dynamically 
understand and interact with other components. 
 
Hyper-slices and subject-oriented programming are similar to aspect-oriented design and programming. They 
attempt to provide developers with alternative views of cross-cutting concerns [15, 45]. Our aspect-oriented 
component engineering views are specialised kinds of hyper-slices. We have deployed this viewpoint 
mechanism to assist component development in this work. Much recent work has gone into developing 
techniques to characterise software components. Our work is but one such approach. Some component 
development methods have introduced specialised views of component characteristics. These notably include 



security and distribution issues [14, 1]. Our aspects adopt a similar approach but provide a uniform modelling 
approach for components’ cross-cutting concerns in general. Some approaches use formal specifications of 
component behaviour [32]. Others make use of characterisations of services that components provide [36].  
Some approaches focus on both provided and required functional component services [37]. Most now adopt 
varying forms of XML encoding of specifications. Our aspects provide a design, implementation-encoded 
and run-time accessible characterisation of software components. We have focused using common cross-
cutting concerns as the “ontology” to describe components and some of their interactions. However, we feel 
that this approach is ultimately complimentary to other description approaches. 
 
Little attention has so far been paid to applying aspects to component-based systems. Adaptive plug-and-play 
components make use of components that implement something similar to the concept of our use of aspect-
based de-coupled interfaces. These are mixed to help realise the separation of various concerns from 
component implementations [28]. Component design methods currently provide a very limited ability to 
identify overlapping concerns between components. However, the isolation of systemic functions e.g. 
communications, database access and security, into reusable components is common in component 
technologies [2, 31, 47]. This partially addresses the problems of components encapsulating these systemic 
services. It also enables isolation of these services and access via well-defined, component-based interfaces. 
However, not all aspects can be suitably abstracted into individual components. This is due to overlaps and 
the eventual over-decomposition of systems. 
 
One of the main motivations for the use of reflective techniques and the run-time composition and 
configuration of components is to try to avoid compile-time weaving [35, 48, 46]. This allows running 
systems and their components to have aspects imposed on them after their deployment. This is done typically 
as before/after method processing. Some technologies also support intra-method code incorporation and 
component reconfiguration at run-time. Aspects in such systems can be formulated at run-time and added or 
removed from programs and components dynamically. The cross-cutting concerns are encapsulated inside 
the introduced aspect code. Currently most code incorporation-based techniques have a high cost of 
expensive performance overheads. A further issue is a current lack of design abstractions. Our aspect-
oriented design approach does not preclude implementation with any of these technologies. However, our 
aim with de-coupled interaction and introspection via aspect information was to produce software 
components that make use of aspect-related services in other components via well-defined component 
interfaces. This approach allows for controlled and efficient dynamic reconfiguration support via 
standardised component-supported or delegate aspect object-supported functionality access. In addition, our 
aspect-oriented component designs provide a consistent set of design abstractions. Our dynamic discovery 
approach using aspect information has some similarities with the UDDI discovery mechanism developed for 
web services [27]. A major difference with current UDDI registries is the ability to use categorised functional 
and non-functional information with our aspect-based approach. 
 
Our use of aspect information at run-time for component repositories and deployed component validation 
contrasts with most other approaches. Most software repositories use type-based, keyword-based or 
execution-based indexing [16, 32, 49]. The component interface, comments or behaviour when executed with 
same data is used to index and retrieve components. Using aspects in addition to one or more of these 
techniques gives further perspectives on components that can be indexed and queried. Current component 
testing and validation techniques mainly focus on exhaustive functional interface testing [25, 14, 20, 26]. 
Using aspect-encoded information associated with components allows validation agents to query for 
expected functional behaviour and non-functional constraints. Tests can then be automatically assembled, run 
and feedback given to developers on whether or not a component meets its aspect-codified constraints in its 
current deployment situation. 
 
8.2. Evaluation of Aspect-Oriented Component Engineering 
 



We have used aspect-oriented component engineering on a range of problems. These have included the 
construction of adaptive user interfaces, multi-view software tools, plug-and-play collaborative work-
supporting components and several prototype enterprise systems. We have built some of these systems using 
our custom JViews component architecture and some with Java 2 Enterprise Edition software components. 
Using aspects to assist in engineering these components has helped us to design and build more reusable and 
adaptable components. We have carried out a basic empirical evaluation of aspect-oriented component 
engineering by having a group of developers design and prototype a set of components. These included 
experienced industry designers and post-graduate OO technology students. Feedback from the evaluation 
indicated that the designers found the aspect-based perspectives on their UML designs useful. This was both 
when designing components and when trying to understand others people’s components and their 
compositions. Using aspects to assist in developing de-coupled components is effective though needs good 
tool support. Run-time validation of software components with aspects is seen as a potentially very important 
long-term contribution of this work. 
 
We have identified a number of key advantages of component development with aspect-oriented techniques. 
• Cross-cutting properties of a system can be explicitly represented in design diagrams. This provides a 

way for developers to clearly see their impacts on the software components in a system. 
• Developers can clearly see the impact of these cross-cutting concerns relating to the components in a 

system, as well as their impact on the component interfaces, operations and their relationships. 
• Adding aspect information allows cross-cutting behaviour (aspect details) and related non-functional 

constraints (aspect detail properties) to be expressed together. This allows these to be more easily seen 
and reasoned about when building component compositions. 

• Using aspect-oriented designs when implementing software components can result in greater de-
coupling of components.  

• Using encodings of aspect information at run-time can provide a useful approach to providing run-time 
adaptability and run-time accessible “knowledge” about component behaviour and constraints. 

 
However, a number of potential disadvantages to adopting our approach also exist. 
• There is possibly considerable added complexity to the specifications and designs. Some of our 

component designers found the additional diagrams and aspect annotations come with a high over-head. 
Others were unclear what aspect details and properties they should use and were unsure whether adding 
new aspect details and properties to their model was a good or bad thing. 

• Currently we have developed limited tool support for AOCE. Our current tools are tuned to producing 
our custom JViews architecture’s components, rather than more general J2EE or .NET components. This 
means that while developers can use aspect annotations in conventional CASE tools these lack formal 
foundations and checking. The aspect designs are not yet supported by good code generation or reverse 
engineering tools. Our developers identified good tool support for aspect-oriented component 
engineering as being very important. 

• A considerable amount of effort must be put in by implementers to encode aspect information for 
association with software components. This can be overcome to a degree by extended tool support and 
by use of a component architecture that directly supports aspect encoding and de-coupled interaction. 

• The use of different aspect ontology by different developers or teams is an issue. Some developers might 
want to make use of differently named aspect details and properties that express the same information. 
Of course, developers could agree on the same set of aspects. However, third-party sourced components 
using different characterisations would need a mapping of one ontology to another. This is a very 
difficult problem in general. 

 
8.3. Future Research Directions 
  
We are developing some further extensions to our method and prototype supporting tools to overcome some 
of these problems. Aspects can be prefixed with an ontology “name space” (much as can XML namespaces) 



and transformations may be defined between different aspect ontologies. This is to support the translation 
between different component descriptions used by different people. We are investigating the use of an 
adaptable commercial CASE tool with notations that are more tailorable and meta-models to enable us to 
provide integrated support for aspects and the UML. This would also include some formal correctness 
checking support. In addition, we have been exploring code generation from XML-encoded component 
characterisations using XSLT transformation scripts. This would generate component skeleton code. We are 
investigating the use of new .NET reflective technologies [38] to enable efficient run-time weaving of aspect-
implementing code with .NET components. This would enable us to support third party component run-time 
extension. 
 
8. Conclusions 
 
We have been working on using the concept of an “aspect” – a piece of cross-cutting systemic functionality – 
to clearly identify the impact of these concerns on parts of software components. Developers are then able to 
represent this information using augmented component specification and design diagrams. These extended 
component descriptions then allow them to more easily reason about inter-component provided and required 
functionality and constraints. We have found these aspect characterisations provide a useful way of de-
coupling implemented component interaction. They also provide a useful component description approach. 
Using encodings of aspect information and making these available at run-time enables more sophisticated 
component introspection, dynamic component adaptation. It also enables better component dynamic 
validation, storage and plug-and-play. Developers must balance the potential advantages of this approach 
with the overhead of describing aspects for components. 
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